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Background

The AWRI Wine Microorganism Culture Collection handles the storage and distribution of yeast and bacterial cultures for winemaking and research for

the whole of the Australian wine industry. Part of the challenge in the culture collection is to recover new and different strains from wineries in Australia

and to catalogue and identify these cultures so they can be used for research and winemaking activities.

Identification of cultures in the collection historically used time-consuming physiological tests, or internal transcribed spacer restriction fragment length

polymorphism (ITS-RFLP) to identify yeast cultures. These methods have drawbacks including ambiguity in identification (physiological testing) or

needing a reference culture to make an identification (ITS-RFLP). To solve these problems, yeast cultures have been identified recently with ITS Sanger

sequencing, where the DNA base sequence is determined for each ribosomal ITS region of each yeast and compared to a database of thousands of

yeast profiles. A % best match is then made using genetic algorithms.

In addition, the use of high fidelity polymerases for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of ITS DNA has allowed the amplification of difficult

DNA templates largely associated with non-Saccharomyces yeasts.

Figure 2. Comparison of ITS PCR using standard DNA polymerase (blue box) and high fidelity DNA polymerase (red box)

Improvements in the PCR can be seen in samples 2727, 2728, 2729 and 2723 where the standard polymerase

reaction either failed to amplify the ITS region (samples 2727, 2728 and 2729) or had a very low amplification efficiency (2723)

Conclusions

 DNA sequencing has the benefit of being both unambiguous in the identification of yeast species, and, easily multiplexed to analyse many

sequences in one batch, making this cheaper and faster.

 Physiological testing will add to data on which carbon sources are available for the microbes to utilise but will not play a part in day-to-day

identification.

 Species identification and physiological data will be important in decisions regarding the use of each of the strains in wine fermentation.

Figure 1. AWRI 173 identification using physiological tests and DNA sequencing results in very different identification outcomes


